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In association with Local Partnerships

Housing is central to the success of a community. Housing is
important to quality of life and wellbeing. Housing can have
a positive impact for an area. Meeting the housing needs of
the population can have positive impacts on local finances,
education, health and building stronger communities.”
Housing is central to the success of communities:
Elphicke-House Report 2015

Effective housing delivery enablers take residents with
them in creating, shaping and communicating their vision.
They ensure that housing approaches closely reflect the
wants and needs of residents, recognising that efficient
house building will deliver significant benefits to the
national and local economy:
§ every £1 spent on construction generates a further £2.09

on economic activity, higher than the return to most other
sectors including advanced manufacturing and finance;
§ 50,000 new homes create 75,000 new jobs;
§ 100,000 new homes could equate to more than £15 billion

in additional housing value each year;
§ more affordable homes cuts waiting lists/ more homes

for sale helps more first time buyers;
§ economic growth – averaging around 3% of Gross

Domestic Product at a national level.”
Housing is central to the success of communities:
Elphicke-House Report 2015
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About the HFi

The Housing and Finance Institute was established by the UK Government’s Budget
2015 in order to boost the capacity and delivery of housing across the UK – to bring
together greater expertise in housing and finance and to support stronger sustainable
communities across the country. The Housing & Finance Institute makes a positive
difference for UK housing by building relationships between councils, business and
finance with an appetite to do more and by finding solutions – from collaboration
and partnerships, to governance, new forms of finance and construction. By working
together, we can build the homes that our communities want and need for strong
and sustainable futures.

We make a difference by:

Identify blocks
and barriers
through working
with partners

Research
sectoral trends
and gather
evidence

Use our contacts
and connections to
test and validate
forward stategy
and solutions

Work with
decision makers
to create
change

The importance of leadership and vision in meeting the
housing needs of the local population suggests that councils
are best placed to undertake a broader housing role.”
The Elphicke House Report 2015
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Why the HFi?
The Housing & Finance Institute makes a positive difference for UK housing by
building relationships between councils, business and finance with an appetite to do
more and by finding solutions – from collaboration and partnerships, to governance,
new forms of finance and construction. By working together, we can build the homes
that our communities want and need for strong and sustainable futures.

The HFi sits in the middle of the housing supply chain, to offer support and to help
Councils connect with business and optimize their housing strategies. To work with
businesses to understand local needs to support strong and sustainable communities
and identify opportunities for working collaboratively with Councils and others.
A recent Lloyd’s report shows that councils’ need to be proactive in seeking
new business engagement:

The percentage of business investing in/outside of their ordinary
geographical area

26%

Only a quarter
of builders (26%)
see their growth
coming from building
in new areas

36%

About a third
of all builders (36%)
see their growth
coming within their
current areas

53%

About half of
small builders (53%)
see their growth
coming within their
current areas

Lloyds: Housebuilding for Growth Sept 2015 All UK Based Research
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How can the HBR Programme help?

How will the Housing Business Ready Programme help
your council?
At the Housing & Finance Institute we work to drive housing delivery on the ground.
Our focus is on combining appetite, strategy and delivery techniques to ensure that
each area is assessing, monitoring and building the homes wanted and needed to
sustain and develop their communities.
At the heart of our housing delivery work is our flagship Housing Business Ready
programme. The Housing Business Ready programme is tailored to ensure a council’s
housing ambition translates into even stronger housing success. We work with
ambitious councils across the country and support them on their housing strategies
and delivery capability.
To make our Housing Business Ready programmes as practical and relevant as
possible we work with leading experts in local government, housing & finance,
governance and risk management through our HFi Fellowship network and our
collaborative working with Local Partnerships, the delivery organisation co-owned
by the LGA and HM Treasury.
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How has the HBR Programme helped other councils?
Identifying surplus land to increase delivery
 inding Sites: Helping a council which had described itself as ‘land locked’ identify
§ F
additional underutilised land in its area to be re-developed for housing.
 aking Control of Slow Public Land Situations: Suggesting approaches to take
§ T
control with the HCA to free up old ‘RDA’ land and accelerate building it out using
innovative financing and purchase methods. This is most effective where the HCA
lacks local capacity to prioritise the site to the same extent as local councils.
 hinking Strategically and Pro-Actively about the Rationalisation of the Public
§ T
Estate: Helping a council who is reliant on MoD presence for its growth to think
more strategically about whether it can help unlock opportunities arising from
the rationalisation of the MoD estate in other areas in order to support the town’s
growth.
Building confidence in capacity and skills
Governance Structures to support council’s investment decision making: Setting
§	
up practical investment governance structures to provide greater confidence in
members’ decision making around land related investments. This is to ensure that
timely and commercial decisions around housing land and opportunities can be
made.
Faster set up of a council housing company: Speeding up the establishment of a
§	
council’s housing company, working particularly on asset identification, decision
making processes, risk management and governance structures.
Forging relationships to accelerate delivery
Understanding Local Build Out Rates and Drivers: identifying approaches to
§	
understanding and collecting information about the build out rates for sites under
development or permissioned.
 ommunity Engagement: Suggesting approaches and methods, including
§ C
neighbourhood planning, to better engage the community where the council has
had a significantly high level of, ultimately unsuccessful but nonetheless disruptive,
community-led court appeals against planned developments.
Celebrate Events: Showcasing council and housing business success
§	
at our HFi Celebrate events – driving connections and opportunities
for those with an appetite to do more.
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About the Housing Business Ready
Programme
What will the HFi Working Sessions include?
The Housing Business Readiness Programme (HBR) comprises an external review
and series of workshop sessions together with Housing Showcase session. The aim
is to identify and celebrate successful delivery outcomes, to help you reflect on and
optimise your strategy for housing, to advance from strategy to transactional delivery
(where required) and accelerate business engagement (where needed). Our HBR
workshops are bespoke for the participant, however we use a diversity of sessions to
best learn about your housing present and focus your future housing success.
Session 1 Housing showcase (1 hour) attended by officers
§	A tour of housing in the area including sites in progress and completing sites. This
is an opportunity for the council to showcase housing partnership opportunities,
celebrate housing success in their area and test ideas for challenging sites.
Session 2 Introduction & housing delivery enabler (1 hour) attended by leader,
portfolio holder and chief executive
§	Presentation by the Council Leader (15 mins)
§	‘Sell Me Showcase’ – a chance for Officers to present an investor pitch for their
area (15 mins)
§	Area Discussion Points – These discussion points are informed by our external
review, and are intended to draw out conclusions to unlock extra capacity (30mins).
Session 3 HBR assessment (1 hour) attended by senior officers
§	To Identify across the 18 metrics the key strengths of the Council and discuss why
this has been successful.
§	To share tailored examples from elsewhere and to share the lessons from other
Councils have encounter
§	To focus on the best approach moving forward, and how this will successfully help
in the furtherance of the Council’s housing agenda.
§	To examine how the Council can work together with other bodies, including
Business, the LEP, other local authorities and central government, using effective
partnership to achieve success.
Session 4 Housing future fit (1 hour)
§	To explore the implementation of future plans and preferences for the Council
within its broader role, opportunities and its risk and reward matrix.
§	What reliance do the Council’s plans have on others including formal cooperation
and collaboration?
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How do we measure success?
Each HBR programme includes an external review of a council’s housing strategy and
an intensive workshop day with senior officers and political leadership. This includes
an HBR Assessment across 18 different metrics and a local market analysis across 6
core metrics to drive better housing performance as well as tailored focus sessions
for each council.

HBR 18 Assessment Criteria
§ Political Commitment

§ Risk Management and Business Resilience

§ Confidence in the Council’s Ability to do Business

§ Articulation of Risk Appetite

§ Understanding Local Market Drivers

§ Internal Capacity Strategy

§ Officer Strength and Experience

§ Appetite to do Business

§ Transactional Ability

§ Optimising Asset Management

§ Articulating the Community Case for Homes

§ Capacity to Build More

§ Functional Planning

§ External and Internal Consistency of Communications

§ Track record of Delivery

§ Culture of Effective Business Collaboration

§ Indentification of Assets, Land and Money

§ Absorption Capacity for extra homes and tenures

HBR 6 Core Metrics
The
long term
starts
run rate
Market
absorption
rate
measure

Planning
decision
performance

METRICAL
OVERVIEW
Additional
capacity
potential
(ACP) ratio

Social
market
reliance
General
market
confidence to
start measure
(GMC)
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Driven by practice, supported by research
Research and Publications
The HFi is forward-thinking. Our research and publications respond to issues arising
in the marketplace, business and local government. We develop practical ways to
unlock extra capacity for housing.
Our publications to date include:
Boosting the Boroughs (February 2016) – Boosting the Boroughs called for the Mayor
to devolve powers to the London boroughs. More municipal muscle would allow
London’s local authorities to take greater leadership and deliver the homes they need
How to Build More Homes, Faster (March 2016) – How to Build More Homes, Faster
identified issues holding back housebuilding. It set out solutions such as Infrastructure
Dependencies Mapping, where councils, LEPs, utilities and developers could work
together to better plan infrastructure
How to Build More London Homes, Faster (April 2016) – How to Build More London
Homes, Faster setout a six point plan for plugging the gap in London housing
to finance in order to deliver 50,000 homes a year in line with London’s assessed
housing need
The HFi papers have received widespread media coverage, including in the Financial
Times and the Standard, City AM as well as trade press including Inside Housing,
24dash.

The HFi Expertise
The HFi offers expertise in the fields of housing and finance. Our independent
board is one of the most experienced and respected in the country – representing
the highest level of achievement at central government, local government and in
business. Our Chief Executive Natalie Elphicke OBE and Senior Director Keith House
were appointed by the Coalition Government to conduct an independent review into
the role of local authorities and housing supply, the Elphicke-House report. The report
was the best received such major housing report in a decade.
With an ambitious approach to build extra capacity for housing delivery and a ‘can
do’ approach, the creation of the housing & finance institute was at the heart of the
Elphicke-House report. The creation of the HFi was announced by the UK’s chancellor
in the March Budget 2015. The HFi was launched by the Housing Minister in June
2015 and started operations in September 2015, under the Chairmanship of Mark
Boleat, Chairman of Policy & Resources of the City of London Corporation.
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HFi Business Engagement
The Housing & Finance Institute holds regular business to business engagement
sessions providing a forum for councils and businesses to talk about their aims,
ambitions and challenges.

Legal & General launch their Offsite
construction scheme

An HFi Business Forum

The HFi hosts Business and Councils joining
to celebrate housing success at the Guildhall

The Housing and Planning Minister
congratulates Ashford Council on their
Housing Business Ready Status

The Housing Business Together programme is jointly delivered by the
HFi and Local Partnerships. The HBT series is a part of the HFi’s flagship ‘Housing
Business Ready’ programme.
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The HBR Team

Natalie Elphicke OBE
Chief Executive
natalie@thehfi.com

Brian Horton
Strategic Director

Keith House
Senior Independent
Director

Simon Bandy
Local Partnerships
simonbandy@local.gov.uk

Claire Coutinho
Programme Director
claire@thehfi.com

Working together with some great organisations:
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What our HBR Councils say about
the Programme

Tracey Kerly, Ashford Borough Council, Chief Executive
We found the programme very useful for a number of reasons not only the work
that the HFi did in testing the metrics either as a result of information from us or
published statistics but also for the HFi’s work to help Ashford ‘celebrate’ our
work and achievements in housing.
Ian Fitzpatrick, Eastbourne Borough Council and MD Eastbourne Homes
The Housing Business Ready programme has really helped the Council and
Eastbourne Homes to focus on how we can accelerate housing delivery. Through the
programme we have been able to think through the impact of how we work across
a range of areas to make sure is as easy as possible to do business with us… the
HFi’s advice on how we use different finance models and tap into different sectors
of the market has been particularly useful.
Ian Vipond, Colchester Borough Council, Strategic Director, Commercial & Place
Colchester is an ambitious council with a successful track record of housing delivery.
We found the Housing Business Ready programme provided us with fresh thinking
and valuable insight from leaders in the sector that will help us take our housing
delivery to the next level. The HBR workshop was tailored to our needs and gave
us some different perspectives on our housing and infrastructure challenges
Lorraine Mealings, Bournemouth Borough Council, Head of Housing & Customer
Having invited the HFi to review Bournemouth’s approach to housing supply,
we were really pleased with the professionalism and insight that the HFi offered.
The day left us all energised about the way forward. It renewed our momentum
by identifying different ways of working and new opportunities. The knowledge
and expertise that the HFi provided was exactly what we had hoped for. We would
strongly recommend other Councils making contact with the HFi to help take the
housing supply agenda further.
Carl Brazier, Stoke-on-Trent City Council, Director of Housing,
Children and Adult and Family Services
Too often in the day to day job, you forget to review progress and look at lessons
learned and taking the time to assess our business readiness helped with that I found
the feedback helpful and it was undertaken in a way that was to the point and clear
but not in a critical or negative manner. The sharing of experiences from elsewhere
was done in a practical and tailored way and the probing of our position in relation
to those examples really helped bring the opportunities to life.
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Book now and contact
The Housing & Finance Institute

Book your #housingbusinessready place now or contact the team
for more information:

W

thehfi.com
@thehfi
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The importance of leadership and vision in meeting the
housing needs of the local population suggests that councils
are best placed to undertake a broader housing role.”
Housing is central to the success of communities:
Elphicke-House Report 2015

localpartnerships.org.uk

thehfi.com

